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Hi Everyone!!
Did you enjoy your Halloween? Welcome to the 5th Edition of Lunar Notes! Lunar Notes is
a free monthly Newsletter which discusses the cycle of the Moon each month as well as the
symbolism of the New and Full Moon as well as other significant days during the upcoming
month. That symbolism might include the use of the Tarot, Astrology, Chakras, Sabian
Symbols, Numerology, Animals and/or Fixed Stars or other topics of interest. If you
missed the 1st Issues of Lunar Notes you can locate it on my websites:
www.KarmicAstrology.tv or www.FuchsiaStars.com
Happy Birthday Scorpio…to those born between October 24 – November 21. Key Phrase: I
Desire. Scorpio is ruled by the tiny, icy plant Pluto or if you utilize ancient rulers, the
planet Mars (I tend to utilize both). Pluto is the planet of power, obsessions,
transformation, the depths, what’s underneath, sexuality and the value system of others.
Pluto is nothing if not intensely passionate and penetrating. The superficial holds absolutely
no appeal for those born under the sign of Scorpio…these guys are “deep” and
penetrating…and just try to pull one over on them and you will have an enemy for life.
Frankly, you may not know this about them because they have the ability to conceal and
cloak themselves in secrecy quite well. The planet Pluto ruling the sign of Scorpio is all
about redefining and transforming the mundane and outmoded. Scorpio resides in the 8th
house of the natural zodiac and so also rules our sexuality and the sexual and reproductive
organs of the body. Scorpios usually have a great many talents and interests ie: research,
psychology, the unknown, analysis and scrutiny of any kind…and sex…can you spell Kama
Sutra??? J
Scorpio abhors phoniness and can usually spot a lie before it is even uttered in word.
Scorpio Rising (ascendant) individuals usually have angular facial features and are easily
recognized by the eyes. The expression “the eyes are the window of the soul” might be
considered the hallmark of one with planets in the sign of Scorpio…but with a twist. You
might say that Scorpio Rising people have the unique ability to see into the soul of “others”
with their penetrating gaze.
JUNO – Relating – Intimacy/Manipulation - The Wife
Last month’s discussion associated Juno with the sign of Libra and her role in relationships
and marriage. Juno’s rulership is also associated with the sign of Scorpio and certain
pathology in relationships ie: fears of abandonment, fear of betrayal, infidelity, fear of
sexuality, sacrifice in relationships, giving away power in relationships, children as power,
and subtle manipulation. According to Demetra George’s book Asteroid Goddesses, occult
themes such as tantric sexuality, soul mates, marriage as alchemical union and all spiritual
relationships fall under the realm of Juno. In Greek mythology, (Hera/Juno) themes of
transformation include separation and return and the need to retreat into solitude.

Juno is the goddess of marriage and was known for her fidelity and loyalty to her husband
Zeus/Jupiter. Juno symbolizes the principle of relationship and like the sign of Scorpio, our
sexually intimate partnerships. She also signifies fidelity and possessiveness of the
marriage partner and is also linked to the sign of Scorpio.
To reiterate from last month, Juno in your horoscope can point to a “soul” partner and is
often an indicator of compatibility between two birth charts. Juno yearns for a deeply
committed, mystical and sexually fulfilling relationship. Unfortunately many of Juno’s
expectations in her marriage to Jupiter were not fulfilled and realized. Jupiter betrayed
Juno by having numerous affairs while holding her loyal to him in her sexual chastity. He
did not maintain sexual fidelity. Since her relationship needs were not met, she displayed a
variety of complexes which included jealousy, abandonment issues, sacrifice, playing victim,
giving away of power, manipulation, patterns of oppression, possessiveness and anger to
name a few.
Juno wanted a relationship that was fair and reciprocal. However, what she experienced
with Jupiter were power struggles, infidelity, oppression, disappointments and conflicts
when she was faced with the reality of her marriage to Jupiter for what it really was.
“She’d do anything to sparkle in his eye
…she would suffer, she would fight and compromise
she’s been wishing on the stars that shine so bright, for answers to questions that will
haunt her tonight.
She must rinse this all away
She can’t hold him this way
She must rinse this all away
She can’t love him this way.

Vanessa Carlton – Rinse – Be Not Nobody CD

Perhaps Juno had unrealistic expectations in her marriage to Jupiter/Zeus. She assumed
that in marriage she would be Jupiter’s only sexual partner. When she discovered this was
not the case, she became enraged, jealous and very possessive of him. She remained
faithful to him despite his infidelity. This was her choice. Her faithfulness was one of
Juno’s finest attributes. She stood by her man, no matter what. The unfortunate part of
this was that her unhappiness and sadness was internalized. The sexual boundaries in their
marriage were betrayed. When we internalize hurt and pain and feel unfulfilled a variety of
pathologies can surface ie: resentment, regret and bitterness. She might have asked
herself some questions: How much must I sacrifice to be in this marriage? When does the
sacrifice to be in this marriage betray who I am and what I value most? Is my sacrifice
appreciated? Astrologically, here Juno would signify the lack of acknowledgment received
from her partner and the emerging resentment that her needs are not being met.
When we take a vow of marriage most people think their spouse automatically takes a vow of
fidelity. How many people ask their partner, beforehand, if they want only one sexual
partner during the marriage and more importantly can they be monogamous? Given the high
incidence of “affairs” in our society, I think we need to discuss issues of fidelity “before”

we legally tie the knot, don’t you agree? It is mostly assumed that because you have a legal
document, a marriage certificate, this implies fidelity and the marriage will be a
monogamous relationship. In actuality, it only implies a legal commitment (“’Til Divorce do us
part.”) and a tax deduction. Actually, in the vows of marriage there is nothing insinuating
fidelity. “Love, Honor and Obey.” (ahem) This sounds typical of something the patriarchal
Roman Catholic Church would write, doesn’t it? Obey?? Let me understand the definition
of this for a moment. My interpretation is “Do as I say, not as I do”. This holds special
significance especially given the news headlines over the past year; molestation of young
boys by Catholic Priests. These are the same Priests who vowed celibacy for life or as long
as they remained n the Priesthood. Celibacy for life? Is it normal to repress that which is
natural to ones body and needs? What we repress becomes distorted. Does anyone really
consider molestation of young boys by Priests news? I knew this was going on since I’m 10
years old!! No one talks about it. No one talks about affairs, infidelity and monogamy
either. My feeling is that men and woman are not “naturally” monogamous. Our patriarchal
society imposes monogamy and restricts our basic, inherent instinct to procreate, at will.
Monogamy and fidelity is a choice. It should never be assumed or taken for granted. Both
celibacy and monogamy are choices you make and it is human nature and your basic right to
be able to change your mind about it. Astrologer Jeffrey Green comments on this and
states that the concept of monogamy, one sexual partner for life, exists because men
wanted to own and possess their partners. The beginning of patriarchy has its roots in the
knowledge that men have an “interest” in and contributed to the conception of children...this
was the beginning of patriarchy. Their partners were then considered property to own. Is
this why when women marry they suddenly becomes Mrs. “His last name”? These are issues
surrounding the position of Juno in the birth chart.
“ I believe in karma, what you give is what you get in return, I believe you can’t appreciate
real love until you get burned. I believe the grass is no more greener on the other side. I
believe you don’t know what you’ve got until you say goodbye. I believe you can’t control or
choose your sexuality, I believe that trust is more important than monogamy.”
- Savage Garden - Affirmation
The house in which Juno resides in your birth chart points to where you are most
committed. For instance, Juno in the 10th house might show a person most committed to
work and their profession. It might also say that having a “wife” or “husband” and having
the identity of being “married” is important to the career. Juno conjunct (close in degree)
the Sun would manifest similarly and might also say “I don’t exist without a partner” or “I
need to have a committed partner”. My own Juno resides in house 9 in the sign of Leo, the
house of higher learning, beliefs, spirituality, philosophies and long distance travel. I have
on more than one occasion been in a relationship with someone from another country or in a
long distance relationship. I also need my partner to share in similar philosophies of life and
a spiritual path. In the sign of Leo, I tend to be attracted to Fire signs (Aries, Leo,
Sagittarius). Juno in Leo in the 9th house would show the need for a loyal and devoted
partner, one to feel proud of (Leo). The other side of that is that I am a fiercely loyal
(Leo) and fair (9th house) partner in return. Juno in the sign of Scorpio (and she will be
soon) craves emotional and sexual intensity and may be possessive of their partner. There
may be attempts to control the partner.

I received a Victorian catalog in the mail recently and saw an item I wanted to tell you about
because I thought about Juno when I read it. The item is a Sterling Silver Spider Pin with
an amber bodice. “Victorians prized the spider as an icon of undying love and commitment.
Once entrapped in love’s web, one would always remain faithful. Amber was held to be a
good-luck stone…by wearing this pin it would be assumed that luck in love would be assured”.
In astrology, we have an asteroid maiden called Arachne. Arachne was a peasant girl who
hung herself after being disgraced in a weaving contest with Minerva. Minerva was a
Goddess who challenged Arachne to a contest. When Arachne’s weaving work was equally
beautiful, Minvera, in a jealous rage sliced her weave/web from top to bottom. She then
changed her into a spider and is now known for her skill at weaving. Arachne’s astrological
glyph (picture) is a spiders web! Was it Shakespeare who said “Oh what a tangled web we
weave, when first we practice to deceive?”
Juno is currently in the relationship sign of Libra and will enter the sign of Scorpio early
December. Last month I discussed the 7th house of relationships also being the house of
“open enemies”. Could open enemies also be the “other woman” that Juno was continuously in
competition with? What sign is your Juno and where does she reside in your own birth
chart?
FREEZE UP MOON (Snake)
In Native American Astrology, those born from October 24nd- November 21st are born
under the Freeze Up Moon and their animal totem is the Snake. Their gemstone Malachite
is thought to have spiritual powers and increases receptivity to all forms of subtle energy
including psychic energy. Their color is orange and their mineral is copper. Copper is
attributed with many special powers. For years, people who suffer from arthritis will wear
copper bracelets or anklets to ease the stiffening of the joints. Copper also conducts
electricity better than most other minerals and is usually utilized in electrical wiring. It
also conducts heat more uniformly than most over a variety of surfaces and is why you will
often see this coating underneath pots and pans.
Snake people have great ability to aid in others growth. Snakes are very adaptable to their
environment. They are highly sexual beings, and very sensitive to touch and vibrations,
partly because they are cold-blooded and use their environment for warmth. Because snakes
have a prickly outer skin, people tend to not want to get too close to them. Once others
realize the outer skin in only a protection for their inner sensitivity they will start to
develop a closer relationship with Snake people.
BOOK REVIEW
After working out at the gym I usually wander over to Barnes and Noble and browse the
metaphysical books aisle. On one of these days I spotted a book designed similarly to those
“How to” books published in the 40’s. The title of this book caught my attention “How to
Spot a Bastard by his Star Sign” by Adele Lang and Susi Rajah. My first reaction was, “Oh
no, another astrology cook book”. I almost didn’t want to be caught reading such a book! As

I continued to read the paragraphs, I found myself laughing in the aisle and thought, “this
astrological relationship advice book to women is so true!”. I placed it back on the shelf and
couldn’t justify another book purchase. While at home, and over the next week, I thought
about the glib advice and decided to return to Barnes and Noble. Only one book was left on
the shelf and decided to purchase it. I’m not going to quote lines for every sun sign
highlighted each month in this newsletter but I decided it would certainly be fun to start
with the sign of Scorpio in this edition! J
“The Scorpio Bastard – What did you expect? Anyone described as dark and brooding is not
going to be a naturally open, caring, sharing person. And Scorpio has a dark side that makes
Darth Vader look like the Pillsbury Dough Boy. He’ll hold a grudge against you until the day
you die. (Your death will only appease him a little.) You can’t win. You will never, ever win.
Scorpio won’t let you. And you can’t leave, as he won’t let you do that either. All you can do
is keep going into therapy and continue to blame yourself. After all, you’re the crazy,
codependent one with a thing for sadistic bastards.” !!!!
SOUL MATES RESPONSES
A special thank you to those of you who have written to me recently after having read the
www.Karmic Astrology.tv Soul Mates website. Many of you have shared your own “Soul
Mate” stories with me as well as sharing your birth data. I’m glad to have been able to
validate your relationship experience about your partner with you.
This past week, a woman wrote in and told me her story about her relationship with a man
who she considered to be her Soul Mate. She recognized him instantly upon first meeting
and knew they had at least one past life/relationship together. He was not ready to do the
spiritual work then or now or to remain monogamous and be a committed partner. They
parted a couple of times before she finally let him go to work on himself. She felt that
until he did the necessary work on himself, they could not resume a relationship. If they
did, it would be doomed and not work out anyway. The reason she wrote was not really to
tell me all of this. She was seeking advice and comfort because her Soul Mate, whom she
had been waiting for, had passed on recently. Because he passed on, she would not be able
to resume a relationship with him in this lifetime, as she had hoped. She has been reliving
the pain of their parting all over again and needs to find closure. She so desperately needs
to hear from him or see his face again and to say goodbye. She has been trying to contact
him in her dreams but has been unable to make contact. Soul Mates who have been
together previously have this ability to draw themselves to each other again and again. I
suggested that he is not ready to come to her or to discuss what happened to him…yet. He
will when he is ready to share his experience with her.
After the sudden and unexpected end of my own Soul Mate relationship several years ago, I
requested a reading by Astrologer Jan Spiller after hearing her speak in NYC. We
discussed past lives and the notion of Soul Mate relationships including my own relationship
that ended abruptly. She said to me quite matter of fact “you know you can “will him back”
if you really want to….but why do this if he is not ready to return”. She suggested waiting
until he makes contact with me, when his soul had grown. When I say contact, I don’t

necessarily mean a phone call. I always explain to others that you will see signs that your
Soul Mate is trying to make contact with or is thinking of you. Most people do not pay
attention to signs around them…those synchronous events that symbolize upcoming changes
or future events. Those moments when you might say “where did that come from” when
something belonging to that person suddenly appears from “out of the blue”.
I believe that everything happens for a reason. Perhaps his soul will reincarnate into
another body in this lifetime for her.! They could also meet up again in another lifetime.!
There is obviously some unfinished business to work on. It is also possible that his loss is
meant to take her on another journey.! We can’t usually see this when we are feeling grief
and a sense of loss. When the time is right, he will contact her....she won’t have to do
anything...he will find her or a way to let her know that he hasn't forgotten her.
“… and I still need you … and I still miss you …and now I wonder…
...if I could fall into the sky, do you think time would pass me by…
‘cause you know I’d walk a thousand miles …if I could just see you …
…if I could just hold you……………. tonight.”
Vanessa Carlton – A Thousand Miles – Be Not Nobody CD
NOVEMBER OVERVIEW:
October 23rd – The Sun entered the emotionally passionate, intense sign of Scorpio.
October 31st – November 19 Mercury enters the secretive and penetrating sign of
Scorpio. In Scorpio, Mercury becomes communicates with intensity and can have a sharp
tongue when under stress. On the positive side, Mercury in Scorpio can really get to the
root of a problem – an excellent problem solver with the ability to zero in on the real issues
to be addressed.
November 4th Uranus goes direct! (erratic, unpredictable, astrology, innovations,
electricity) will station direct at 24 Aquarius 54. Transiting Uranus will make a tense
aspect (square) to the upcoming Full Moon Lunar Eclipse in early February when it is in the
same degree as our Eclipse.
November 4th – New Moon – This New Moon at 12 Scorpio 15 is at perigree (close to the
earth) and will appear on the same day that Uranus starts his forward motion. Expect some
new developments and sudden or unpredictable events and behavior from those around you
especially around the Full Moon Lunar Eclipse on November 20th.
November 20th – Full Moon Lunar Eclipse 27 Taurus Eclipses bring issues and feelings to
the surface for review and have a fated quality about them. Eclipses illuminate that which
needs to be addressed. A Lunar Eclipse will bring a new emotional awareness which usually
reforms the way we have thought about our lives or issue in the past. Eclipses are the
celestial equivalent of the bell going off, when we finally “get it”. Eclipses bring long term
and necessary change to the consciousness.

November 21st – Venus Direct - Venus (love, beauty, relating, aesthetics, money, finances,
values) is still in her retrograde motion (an apparent backward motion of the planet) since
October 10th and through November 21st. She turned stationary retrograde (S Rx) at 16
Degrees of Scorpio and will end up at 0 Degrees of Scorpio on November 21. When Venus
turns direct after her retrograde cycle, it is possible now to assimilate all that we
considered and events that happened while she was retrograde. Since we revisited our
values including how we value ourselves, our relationships, our relationship to money, it is
now possible to incorporate those lessons into our current and future value system,
relationships and our financial outlook. Anything that was unresolved during Venus’s
backward motion should be easily resolved now. The circumstances should be clear and your
ability to make appropriate decisions in these areas of your life will be highlighted in the
upcoming months. Now is the time to purchase any luxury items you have had your eye on
while Venus was retrograde. How many of you made purchases while Venus retrograded
that you no longer have the same need for after November 21st? Any ex lovers return? Any
break-ups? Have you experienced financial reversals? I’d be interested in hearing any
Venus Rx stories you have.
November 22nd – The Sun enters the optimistic and truth seeking sign of Sagittarius.
Saturn Retrograde (rx) (delays, commitments, the past, wisdom, restrictions, teeth,
skeletal system, skin, hard work) is still in his retrograde journey since October 11th at 29
Gemini and will stay rx until February 2003 when it turns direct at 22 Gemini. When
Saturn is rx, you can count on delays and restrictions. Feelings of being held back or being
forced to focus on a specific task in the area of life (house) your natal Saturn is located as
well as the house transiting retrograding Saturn will be in will be highlighted during this
retrograde period.
SABIAN SYMBOL’S:
For those of you unfamiliar with the Sabian Symbol, the original Sabian Symbols were
written in 1931 by Marc Edmond Jones. They were later revised by Dane Rudhyar and
others have re-interpreted the symbols periodically. One of my favorite modern
interpretations is written by Lynda Hill. The basis of these symbols is derived from the
360 degrees in the zodiacal circle. Each sign of the zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Gemini and so
forth, is comprised of 30 degrees. Since there are 12 signs in the zodiac, that would be 12
signs X 30 degrees = 360 degrees. There are 360 Sabian Symbols and each symbol coincides
with and describes each degree of the zodiac. If you know your birth chart, utilizing these
symbols for each of your planetary placements is rather telling and will provide you with
greater insight into your own character traits and motivations.
NEW MOON November 4, 2002 – 12 Scorpio 15 (Perigree – close to the Earth)
New moon = New Beginnings

Since Scorpio rules the 8th house of the other…other’s finances, others values, sex,
transformation and legacies, this New Moon would be a good time to focus and visualize on
these areas of your life.
SABIAN SYMBOL for 13 SCORPIO:
An Inventor Performs a Laboratory Experiment
Inventors tend to be rather introspective and creative. They usually find creative solutions
to the most perplexing problems as well as finding new ways to improve upon what already
exists but doesn’t’ work efficiently. This Inventor is “performing” a laboratory experiment.
Experiments do not always work at first and many trials must be performed to obtain the
desired outcome.
This symbol seems to imply the need to try different combinations and possibilities to solve
the problem at hand. Very often we find a solution from the errors that we make. It is
usually our mistakes that make us stronger and teach us what we need to learn. If
everything always went smoothly and according to plan, we would not struggle. Without a
struggle or a need to solve a problem with difficulty, we remain stagnant and do not grow or
learn. We utilize our inner resources to creatively resolve difficulties in our lives.
Is there an area of life you need a creative solution for?? Have you been uncovering clues to
the puzzle that you are able to now solve? Call for a personal consultation (732) 462-5239.
FULL MOON LUNAR ECLIPSE November 20, 2002 – 27 TAURUS 33
With a Full Moon, we see a culmination or coming to a head the seeds planted during the
previous New Moon cycle. Since this Full Moon is also a Lunar Eclipse, the energy is more
intensified. The energy of Eclipses usually last over several months time. Some astrologers
believe that Eclipse energy is triggered repeatedly over many years. Eclipses tend to make
things happen and force change. Earthquakes and eruptions seem to correspond to Eclipse
activity. Sometimes Eclipses are the “A Ha” we need to bring the unknown or undecided to
culmination. I have noticed that Eclipses tend to deliver their message a few times, first on
the day of the eclipse, then within 1 week, 3 months and within 1 year. Because this is a
Lunar Eclipse, it will more than likely affect your emotional (moon) and internal focus in the
area of life (house position) this Full Moon Lunar Eclipse falls in your birth chart. Lunar
ruled Cancer is usually more affected by a Lunar Eclipse while Leo’s are more affected by
the Sun ruled Solar Eclipses. Since the November 20th Eclipse falls in the sign of Taurus
and is Venus ruled, security issues, financial details and love interests will be focal points.
My security versus your security, my values, versus your values, my money/your money and
my relationships/your relationships…the significant other more specifically. Because Taurus
ruled Venus resides in the 2nd house of the natural zodiac, possessions, finances, how we
earn money and our security is highlighted. It can also be things and people we need to let
go of including those old value systems ingrained in our psyche that no longer serve us
properly on our life path or provide us with a false sense of security.

SABIAN SYMBOL FOR 28 TAURUS:
A Woman in Middle Life Stands in Rapt Sudden Realization of Forgotten Charms, in
Unexpected Recovery of Romance
During our mid-life, approximately age 41 or so, we encounter our astrological midlife crisis
called the Uranus Opposition. This is a time when the transiting planet Uranus makes its
way around the zodiacal circle by 180 degrees so that it is literally at opposition to a tug-ofwar with your natal Uranus. Uranus transits bring the unexpected and sudden realizations
this Sabian symbol implies. Transiting Uranus will be squaring (90 degree tense angle) this
Full Moon Lunar Eclipse the end of January 2003.
This woman is suddenly and unexpectedly flooded with romantic longings. Perhaps someone
long forgotten resurfaces in her memory or in her life. There may be a renewal of love or a
resurgence of romantic feelings. Sudden passionate feelings surface taking her by surprise.
Perhaps these feelings were suppressed and she (you) is now confronted with this influence.
The sudden onset of romantic feelings can also cloud the judgment. However, because this
woman is in Mid-life, she is more mature and better able to handle the flood of emotions.
She will not falsely get swept off her feet as she might have in her earlier years.
Have you come to a sudden realization in your current relationship? Have there been
unexpected events in your life recently? What is culminating for you this month? Where
does this Full Moon in Taurus fall in your birth chart?
NEWS:
I received some wonderful news this past week that I wanted to share with you. For those
of you who do not know me personally, I’ve been undergoing some rather rough spots in my
life. I’ve been dealing with my ex husband who is what most consider to be a “Dead Beat
Dad”. You know what I’m talking about…the men who have children then decide that because
you are divorced that they no longer have financial responsibility for caring for their
children. Many women do not persevere in seeking support from their ex Dead Beats and
give up, either go on welfare or work multiple jobs to support their children on their own
while giving these creatures a free ride and a new lease on life. I can understand why they
give up trying to seek support too. The legal system is slow, dysfunctional and seems to
protect the rights of the Dead Beat more than the rights of the children and the parent
caring for them. The Child Support agencies on over-load, are basically inept. Seeking
support from an ex spouse becomes a full time job, is stressful and financially and
emotionally draining. I’m pleased to say that my Dead Beat ex was finally picked up on a
Bench Warrant arrest (October 22, 2002, appx 9:30am Old Bridge, NJ) and sent to the
Middlesex County Correctional Facility for non payment of spousal and child support…for
two whole weeks! The Judge placed him in a “work program” to refresh his memory about
his responsibilities to his daughter. It is absolutely AMAZING what only “1” night in jail can
do for the soul, memory, and the bank account. The Dead Beat finally remembered what he
did with all that money and decided after only 1 night of incarceration (and perhaps not
wanting to be anyone’s girlfriend for 2 weeks) to pay! I highly recommend this avenue to

anyone who has been burned from an ex spouse’s refusal to pay Spousal and Child Support.
My friend Martin tells me that in Canada, Ontario specifically, Dead Beat Dads are
automatically prosecuted for non-payment of spousal and child support. They go to jail for
non-payment. Why isn’t this automatic in all U.S. states where the divorce rate is 50% and
higher??
On a more pleasant note, I am so pleased to tell you that I was accepted to speak at the
next (AFA) American Federation of Astrologers Conference in Scottsdale, Arizona in July
2003. Feel free to become an AFA member and learn more about this organization at
www.astrologers.com I’d love to meet some of you there! I was so excited to receive this
news from my friend Lynn, on the very same day the Dead Beat went to jail! Jupiter is
transiting my 9th house of Justice! One of the topics I hope to be speaking on is Borderline
Personality Disorder and recently attended the 1st Annual Borderline Personality Disorder
Conference in NYC last weekend. If any readers can provide birth data for a loved one or
friend with BPD, names are not necessary and data will be held confidential, please e-mail
me directly with the word BPD in the subject heading of your mail to FuchsiaStars@aol.com
and I will e-mail you what I need for the research.
Also, feel free to e-mail Steve Nelson at SteveNelson@carolina.rr.com and subscribe to his
wonderful Mythic Times newsletter. You’ll love it.
WORKSHOPS:
Beginner’s Astrology Workshop forming for November and December!
Tarot Basics Workshops forming for November and December!
Call for dates and times – Weekdays and Weekends.
Reiki Energy work available up on request.
Have a wonderful month and Thanksgiving Day! Thanksgiving is a day to celebrate all that
we feel thankful for in our life ...and that includes those special people we hold dear to our
heart. Thank you so much for subscribing. I hope to see you again next month for the 6th
Issue of Lunar Notes will appear in your e-mail the 1st week of December. If anyone would
like a copy of past Issues of Lunar Notes or would like to subscribe a friend, e-mail me with
the words SUBSCRIBE Lunar Notes in the subject heading of your mail and tell me the email address and name of the person to be addressed. Previous copies can be located n my
websites www.KarmicAstrology.tv and www.FuchsiaStars.com. Your questions and comments
are always welcome.
Love,
Lorraine
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“FuchsiaStars Lunar Notes" may be forwarded for personal use only, if it is sent in it’s
entirety.
Solar Return Analysis: This is your Birthday chart! It is an astrological chart cast for your
birthday which describes what your upcoming year will be like and the energies you are
likely to encounter during the year
Relationship Reports: Synastry and Composite charts: Synastry compares any two charts
for compatibility. A Composite: A separate chart of the relationship itself!
Parents: Natal consultations about Children /Teens! Makes excellent Birth, Graduation or
Sweet 16 Gifts.
Tarot Readings/Couching Classes: Online via AOL Instant Message, Yahoo Messenger or by
Phone. Please contact Lorraine at FuchsiaStars@aol.com for additional information.
Numerology Reports: Sent via e-mail or regular mail. Contact Lorraine at
FuchsiaStars@aol.com or 732-462-5239.
Credit Card Payments accepted via PAYPAL online at www.KarmicAstrology.tv or
www.FuchsiaStars.com Checks accepted via regular mail.
To unsubscribe from this group, send an email with your e-mail address to
FuchsiaStars@aol.com and write the words UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject heading of your
mail. In the body of the e-mail type your name and email address.

